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Burma The Forgotten War
At the point when George MacDonald Fraser was in Burma, no-one knew when the war in the Far East would ... perhaps this came from being called The Forgotten Army – “a colourful newspaper ...
Forgotten Army no more: At war with the Japanese in Burma
Close to the Burma border, Mae La is the largest of 10 ... thousands of refugees fleeing the world’s longest-running civil war in adjacent Karen State. But since a ceasefire between the Burmese ...
Burma’s Forgotten Dilemma
Griff Rhys Jones never heard much about his father's time as a medical officer during World War Two, because his dad ... traveling to Ghana and the jungles of Burma with a 90-year-old veteran ...
Burma, my Father and the Forgotten Army
This air movement order authorised my father's evacuation in 1945 from Burma. He'd fought with the Kings Own Scottish Borderers in the "forgotten war". Suffering from dysentery he was rescued by ...
Air movement order - Burma 1945
Hillary Clinton should take the chance to press it over the country’s forgotten ... years of civil war. Since U.S. Secretary of State Hillary Clinton’s recent visit to Burma, the civilian ...
Don’t Forget the Children in Burma
Burma, as all the world knows, was fought over twice during World War II and is now almost forgotten by the outside world though it had been a principal theatre of ...
The Political Legacy of Aung San
Murray describes her deep love for the country of her mother’s birth – and explains why she and Jo Jones are launching a fundraising campaign to support it ...
“The First Time I Landed In Burma, I Burst Into Tears”: One Editor On Tracing Her Roots In “Magical” – And Now Crisis-Hit – Myanmar
The 1962 coup in Burma was followed by five decades of ... This must not become a “forgotten War.” The people of Myanmar know that the way forward is the democratic road.
Twilight over Burma
The day marked the final victory which brought the Second World War to an end ... the army that took part in the Burma campaign, often known as the Forgotten Army. “ The service included ...
The Forgotten Army remembered
If you or someone you know has a connection with any aspect of the building of the Thai-Burma Death Railway during World War 2 ... “cannot be a forgotten chapter of our history, especially ...
The men who built – and survived – the Death Railway
One of the 'forgotten' wars told by the men that served. In the jungles, mountains and plains of Burma and China, a tough war raged on between the Allied and Japanese ...
The War in the Jungle
This map was my father's(a commissioned officer in the Indian Army)who fought in the Burma campaign ... and helps understand a Forgotten War, fought by a Forgotten Army. It is not only a deep ...
WWII Map of Rangoon
The Chief Minister recalled the invaluable contribution of late Subhas Chandra Bose in liberating the country from the British colonial rule.
Manipur observes 77th anniversary of flag hoisting day of INA at Moirang
They recall the chaotic unspooling of the “forgotten war” and the ... to build a train track linking Thailand to Burma during the Second World War, hearing from both PoWs and their Japanese ...
Building Burma's Death Railway: Moving Half the Mountain
A Second World War memorial to a force known as the “Forgotten Army” has been given ... The Chindit Special Forces fought in Burma (now known as Myanmar) in 1943 and 1944 and, after years ...
Memorial to Second World War ‘Forgotten Army’ given listed status to mark VJ Day
Indeed, in Europe the war had ended, but on the other side of the world it most certainly had not. Having fought its way through the jungles and monsoons of Burma against a fanatical Bushido ...
New website pays tribute to Far East Prisoners of War
THEY were radiant young Australians, ready to do their patriotic duty and take on the challenge and adventure of war.
Anzac Day 2021: The dark truth behind this photo
Post-war novels purporting to reveal the bottomless perfidy of the Japanese (the shocker, Camp on Blood Island, was on my childhood bookshelves) are best forgotten. Stories about prisons elsewhere ...
Mark Baker has used old photographs to bring to life stories of Australians enslaved by the Japanese in World War II
One of the reasons this documentary about the Burma campaign in the Second World War is so strong is that Griff Rhys Jones resists the temptation to dramatise. From what we gather, Griff’s ...
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